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ABSTRACT

A variety of user interface development methodologies
have been described over the last twenty years. Yet it
is often difficult to understand exactly how to follow a
methodology, to understcind how one methodology dif
fers from another, or how to combine two methodolo
gies. This paper shows how methodologies can be char
acterized by applying a formal analysis technique, de
veloped originally for examining software development
methodologies. The technique is illustrated by apply
ing it to the Shneiderman user interface development
methodology. As a result of the examination, a number
of improvements to the Shneiderman methodology are
suggested.

INTRODUCTION

In the last ten years user interface development heis
grown into an important focus of research in both the
computer human interaction and software engineering
communities. One area of research is that of user inter

face development methodologies, which focuses on the
processes used in user interface development. Recently,
Xiping Song and Leon J. Osterweil have developed a
model for characterizing and comparing software design
methodologies. The Song and Osterweil model distills
out the underlying processes involved in software de
sign. providing an objective means of describing and
comparing them.

This paper describes the results of formally analyzing a
user interface development methodology using the Song
and Osterweil model, explaining how this can aid re
search in their development. For this study we used
Ben Shneiderman's methodology (SUIDM) defined in
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Designing the User Interface [Shn 87] [Shn 92]. Where
the particular edition of SUIDM matters discussion is
provided.

We begin by outlining the SUIDM life cycle and the
unique concepts which it has. Then we introduce the
Song and Osterweil model, followed by the formal anal
ysis of the SUIDM using that technique. The model
allows us to highlight some strengths of the method
ology, including the unique psychological perspective
which SUIDM offers, and highlights the problems sur
rounding module specification. We conclude by exam
ining the benefits of using this technique to taxonomize
SUIDM, and offer some insight into future research.

THE SUIDM

SUIDM was developed to address the issues involved in
building interactive systems. The 1992 edition of the
book reflected the advances in the field, but the user
interface development life cycle remained similar.

In this section we outline the user interface development
life cycle and then describe an important and unique
contribution of the SUIDM to interface design, namely,
the syntactic and semantic model of objects and actions
(SSOA).

The Life Cycle

The SUIDM consists of an eight phase life cycle di
rected at building an interactive system. Each phase
comprises various tasks, which when completed mark
the end of the visit to that phase. Shneiderman points
out that system design does not occur sequentially, and
that phases may be visited several times throughout the
process of design.

The first phase, collecting information, focuses on as
sembling the people and the information necessary for
the project as a whole. A variety of methods for col
lecting information are included in the life cycle. Sur-



veying techniques are supplemented with psychological
approaches, task analysis studies, case studies, and en
couragement to read professional and academic litera
ture.

It concludes when the designers know the u.sers and their
tasks, the structure of their design team, other similar
systems and the development schedule. Contract re
lations documents, highlighting the schedule, tentative
deadlines and estimates, as well as an acceptance strat
egy are produced.

The second phase, defining requirements and semantics,
begins by establishing application independent issues
and specific alternatives. Designers examine prior task
analyses, and construct models of the task flows and se
lect the most appropriate representation. Then, using
SSOA, designers isolate user's computer knowledge and
task knowledge so that they can split application func
tionality from interface requirements. This is discussed
in the next section.

Having elicited the situation-dependent application and
interface issues from tasks analysis and the SSOA. the
methodology focuses on other necessary system con
straints. Reliability, availability, security, privacy and
integrity constraints are stressed. Finally, all the spec
ifications are pulled together in guidelines documents
and customer and manager agreements documents.

Next the design syntax and support facilities phase fo
cuses the design requirements towards specific system
alternatives. Designers decide on ways to specify the
tasks so that the users find them easy to learn and re
member. This is achieved using the SSOA, focusing on
knowledge representations which users have about how
to perform their tasks. System functionality require
ments, including speed and support are also specified.
This phase concludes with an intensive review of all the
plans.

The fourth phase, specifying physical devices, is .self-
explanatory. The prior phases have sensitized design
ers to the needs of the user and environment, and the

information they have gathered is used to help inform
choices.

In the developing software phase a top-down modular
approach is described. The previous phases have also
followed this approach, and it is extended here. Human
factors goals for design are emphasized in this phase.
They help to interactively test the initial, and successive
versions, of the software product.

SUIDM human factors goals include learning time for
the system, how fast the system performs, the rate at
which users make errors using the system, subjective
satisfaction and the ability to remember the system over
a period of time. The goals can be used throughout the

cycle, as additional to software engineering goals.

Integration and dissemination of systems phase marks
the beginning of introducing the system into the envi
ronment. The methodology advocates intensive testing
to ensure that the system works together before inte
grating it with the environment.

Designers manage the integration part of the procedure
by following support procedures outlined. As well as
disseminating the system slowly, the methodology en
courages introducing field test manuals and help sys
tems at the same time as the system to ensure an early

Once the system is in place, the seventh phase, nurtur
ing the user community begins. The SUIDM focuses on
providing support for a system, offering user opportu
nities to suggest improvements and obtain remedies for
problems to smooth the integration of the system into
the environment and ensure that it survives over time.

The last phase of the life cycle looks to the future by
preparing an evolutionary plan. By planning ahead, the
methodology aims to provide a system which can be
continued through several versions. SUIDM encourages
designers to use interviews and questionnaires to extract
information about potential areas for upgrades within
the system. Shneiderman encourages designers to set
aside certain time to focus on the issues of general and
also evolutionary maintenance.

The SSOA

The syntactic and semantic model of objects and actions
(SSOA) allows designers to model knowledge that users
have about their tasks, which they keep in long-term
memory [Shn 80]. Syntactic knowledge is described as
low-level, detailed, device-dependent knowledge. This
knowledge includes actions of erasing a character, in
serting a line into a text document, and so on. This
makes syntactic knowledge difficult to learn, and easy
to forget, because the details vary from system to sys
tem, and have little intuitive meaning. From a design
perspective, knowledge identified as syntactic should be
reduced to a minimum.

Semantic knowledge is separated into task concepts (ac
tions and objects) and computer concepts (actions and
objects). Task actions focus on the processes which hu
mans carry out. Task objects define the artifacts in
the task. For example, consider writing a paper. Task
actions include draft and revise, the task object is the
paper. Computer-based actions in writing the paper
include open file, close file, run file through format pro
gram and print. The computer objects would be the file
and the word processor.



Users have semantic task knowledge about the work
which they do. It is defined as being a well-structured
sequence of actions and objects. The aim of user inter
face design then becomes determining and replicating
the semantic knowledge. The computer knowledge aids
in determining the application functionality while the
task knowledge forms part of the interface requirements.

THE SONG AND OSTERWEIL BASE FRAME

WORK

Introducing the Base Framework

The Song and Osterweil model is a formal analysis tech
nique for characterizing and comparing software design
methodologies objectively [SO 92a] [SO 92b] [SO 92c].
It consists of a modeling formalism for comparing soft
ware development methodologies against each other,
and a base framework which characterizes the de
sign methods which comprise a software development
methodology.^

We are concerned with characterizing SUIDM using the
base framework. As such, we do not utilize the modeling
formalism, which compares development methodologies
after they have been characterized. This characteriza
tion is achieved by unpacking each design method in
the SUIDM into a set of method components, for exam
ple, principles, measures and notations. By uncovering
the method components we can objectively characterize
the SUIDM at a fine level of granularity. To be able
to adequately describe all method components within a
development methodology the Base Framework has an
extendable hierarchical structure of is-a relations.

The base framework consists of two parts, the type
framework and function framework, which we describe
in this section and which are the used in the next two

sections.

The Type Framework
The type framework identifies method components
within the chosen development methodology. This is
formally achieved by using the method component type
hierarchy (MCTH), which has four top-level method
component types, and many second-level types, to clas
sify the method components for a particular develop
ment methodology, see Figure 1. These basic types, and
the extensions allowed through iteration of the frame
work characterize the internal structure of the method

ology. The four top-level method component types are;

1. Artifacts: The descriptions or specifications of entities
in software design activities.

^Song and Osterweil define software development methodolo
gies as a collection of design methods [SO 92a].

2. Concepts: The ideas which underlie a software devel
opment methodology.

3. Representations: These provide the means for ex
pressing artifacts.

4. Actions: .Any processing steps towards developing ar
tifacts.

Concepts, representations and actions have second-level
method component types associated with them.

The concepts type is broken down on the nature of the
concepts used in various software development method
ologies. Song and Osterweil define the second-level
types as;

1. Properties: The desired characteristics of artifacts.

2. Principles: Concepts used to produce artifacts which
have the properties desired by customers and designers.

3. Criteria: Rules which designers use to decide what
constitutes an artifact.

4. Guidelines: Pre-defined strategies, heuristics or tech
niques advocated for use in identification and specifica
tion of artifacts.

5. Measures: Standard measures which quantitatively
compare or evaduate the quality of artifacts.

The representation second-level types distinguish be
tween different types of notation;

1. Structural: Diagrammatic notations used to capture
the artifact.

2. Mathematical: Mathematical Formalisms used to

capture the artifact.

3. Linguistic: More informal language, English or tem
plates, used to capture the artifact.

The action type has many second-level types associated
with it which depend on the way technical actions are
described in the software design methodology. Rather
than listing the previously defined types here, we in
stead list those which are found in the SUIDM. In cases

where no existing second-level action type adequately
characterized the action in SUIDM we used the ex

tension facilities of the base framework to define our

own. This is consistent with the definition of the model

[SO 92a] [SO 92b] [SO 92c] [SO 92d].

The Function Framework

The function framework represents the design issues
which the method components of the development
methodology address. These can be organized in many
ways, but in the end, we decided to divide the categories



MOTH SUIDM

Top-Level Second- Level Method Component Type Discovered

Artifact Schedule for Development (page 414)
Testing Strategy Document (page 414)
Requirements Specification (page 414)
Physical Device Specification (page 228)
User Aids and Manuals (page 357)
Systems Documentation (page 415)
Evaluations (page 397)
Module (page 415)
Semantic Computer Knowledge (page 43)
Semantic Task Knowledge (page 43)
Syntactic Knowledge (page 43)

Concept Property Functionality (page 9)
Reliability. Availability (page 10)
Security. Privacy and Integrity (page 10)
Modifiability and Maintainability (page 415)
Standardization, Consistency. Portability (page 415)
Task Frequency (page 414)
Task Flow (page 414)
Transaction Unit (page 414)

Principle Scientific Reductionism (page 27)
SSOA (page 43)
Iterative Top-Down Modular Design (page 397)
Empirical Experimentation (page 411)

Criteria Semantic Object and Action Details (page 51)
Syntactic Details (page 47)

Guidelines Human Factors Goals (page 10)
Interview Users (page 407)
Schedules and Budgets (page 414)

Measure Prototype (page 394)
Pilot Test (page 394)
Realistic Load Test (page 415)
Questionnaire for User-Interface Satisfaction (page 411)

Representation None defined

Action Model Data Collected (page 414)
Derive Context (page 414)
Develop and Design Test Strategy (page 414)
Define High-level Goals (page )
Define Middle-Level Requirements (page 414)
Specify Goals (page 414)
Select Physical Devices (page 228)
Implement Software System (page 415)
Training of Users (page 358)
Evaluate System and Revise (page 397)
Measure Errors and Revise (page 63)

Figure 1: Method Component Type Hierarchy for SUIDM in 1987



according to the design issues" modeling and documen
tation characteristics [SO 92c] [SO 92d]. This provides
a way of characterizing the way in which a develop
ment methodology supports the building of a solution
through models and documentation of the problem. Our
resulting model of the software design life cycle (MSDL).
which is an extension of one from [SO 92d]. formally
shows this, by highlighting the modeling and documen
tation domains and the transformations between them,

see Figure 2.

The MSDL consists of five domains which are;

• Problem Domain: Elements are the real-world phe
nomena that the system must address.

• Problem Model Domain: The model of the problem
made.

• Requirements Document Domain: Documents
elicited from problem model which completely describe
the problems, functions and constraints.

• Solution Model Domain: Models devised to solve

the problem under the given constraints.

• Design Document Domain: These elements are doc
uments which together describe the system and related
rationales.

ANALYZING SUIDM

In this feasibility study we asked two questions. Firstly,
can the MOTH describe SUIDM such that we can iden

tify the strengths and weaknesses of the methodology?
Secondly, does the MSDL encapsulate the transforma
tion from application problem to design problem for the
SUIDM? In this section we show that the answer to both

of these questions is yes.

The SUIDM MCTH

We follow the outline of the five top-level types, and
discuss what we found with respect to SUIDM. Figure
I represents the MCTH of SUIDM we derived. Figure 3
highlights key additions Shneiderman made in the 1992
version of his book [Shn 92]. As well as showing how
SUIDM appears in the MCTH we provide evaluation
and commentary of the issues which we found during
the analysis.

Artifacts

The artifacts embodied in SUIDM have two sources,
software engineering and psychology. The first seven
artifacts in Figure 1 are documents which summarize ac
tivities completed in the life cycle. The artifact module
refers to the basic unit of software, the smallest compo-

Problem Domain

Real-Time Domain

Daia-Imensive Domain

Device Involved Domain

User-Interface Domain

Problem Modeling

Problem Model Domain

Data Model

Function Model

Behavior Model

User Mode!

Requirements Modeling

Requirements Documentation

Computer Document
Function Document

Likely Change Document

Task Document

SolutioD Modeling

Solution Model

Data Model

Behavior Model

Internal Interface Model

External Interface Model

I Design Documentation
Design Documentation

Module Document

Relation Document

Evolution Document

User Needs Document

Figure 2: The Enhanced Model of Software Design Life
Cycle



MCTH

Top-Level

Artifact

Concept

Representation

SUIDM 1992
Second-Level Method Component Type Diacovered

( hitdelines Document i page 475)
Principle l.'ser Interface ManaRement Systems (page 477
(iiiideline Example Updates
Measure Usability Laboratories (page 478)

Iterative Testing
Linguistic Multiparty Grammars (page 508)
Structural Menu Trees (page 509)

Transition Diagrams (page 510)
Statecharts (page 514)
User Action Notation (page 514)
DMsketch Notation (page 516)

Figure 3: Additions to the Method Component Type Hierarchy for SUIDM in 1992

nent. In SUIDM, we believe modules could benefit from
further elaboration.

Modules can be developed functionally, to solve specific
problems [GJM 91]. This approach has problems, in
cluding making code which becomes difficult to reuse,
because it is reliant on the the specific details of the
particular problem. Object-oriented modules support
reuse, but have their own problems. They can be harder
to derive from the systems requirements at certain levels
of abstraction [Som 89]. The SUIDM does not specify
whether functional or object-oriented modularity should
be chosen. This gives the designer flexibility, but does
not encourage the designer to consciously think about
the implications of the choice made.

The last three artifacts identified focus on the psycho
logical perspective SUIDM brings to user interface de
velopment. In particular the MCTH picks out artifacts
which correspond to the SSOA. We believe that this es
tablishes the connection between the SUIDM and the

SSOA in a formal way.

In 1992 Shneiderman introduced the guidelines docu
ment, see Figure 3. This document comprises screen
layout, i/o, action sequences and training specifications.
He emphasizes identifying these issues early on in the
development cycle to allow for timely resolution of po
tential conflicts.

Concepts
The first five lines of properties in Figure 1 are com
monly recognized within software engineering. We like
wise recognize the importance of these properties and
suggest extending SUIDM to include reusability and in
teroperability. Building reusable software has become
increasingly important as software complexity has in
creased. This will continue to be important, which the
SUIDM identifies with the system evolution plans in the
last phase of the life cycle. However, the SUIDM does

not define this as a property of current software. We
add interoperability because interface software needs to
work with other applications resident, and also with
other interfaces. The last three properties listed in the
table stem from the SSOA.

The SUIDM relies on principles which define a general
method of software design such as iterative top-down
modular design. Note however that while these princi
ples cover much of the methodology, they do not sup
port the module artifact specifically. Top-down modu
lar design can range from step-wise refinement to object
oriented design, which produces different module types.

In 1992 a new principle for development, user interface
management systems, appeared. These provide assis
tance to developers by supporting prototyping of inter
faces and make the process more visible to a wider group
of people. Building user interfaces with this help is a key
principle for the SUIDM.

The criteria identified concern the SSOA, see Figure 1.
The SUIDM articulates clear rules for what constitutes

task knowledge. The SUIDM contains no rules for de
termining what a module should or could be.

The guidelines which SUIDM incorporate identify how
software designers acquire knowledge about the users
and the software requirements. The human factors goals
provide a specific checklist of system qualities, from
the user's viewpoint, and are supported by the inter
viewing. Both books discuss these techniques in de
tail. Schedules and Budgets reflects a concern for man
aging the methodology, encompassing enforcement, ex
emption and enhancement within the development pro
cess. In 1992 although the guidelines did not specifically
change, the examples had been updated to reflect the
developments in the field.

The methods for measuring system performance in



SUIDM include prototypes, pilot tests, realistic load
tests and surveys. Prototyping and pilot testing can
be used to measure both user approval or the technical
performance of the system. The realistic load lest fo
cuses on the technical issues alone. The Questionnaire
for User-Interface Satisfaction has been designed espe
cially to gain a subjective understanding of the benefits
and problems with a user interface.

In 1992 the SUID.M was extended to include usability
labs and iterative testing as ways of measuring system
performance, as indicated in Figure 3. Usability labs
allow testing of the system in a simulated environment.
This supports the SUIDM emphasis on empirical experi
mentation. Iterative testing guides the usability testing,
with repeated experimentation on users until the system
and users interact well. We believe that the definition of

iterative testing should be extended beyond guiding the
usability testing, to support testing of individual and
clusters of software modules during the system develop
ment phase as well.

Representations
The representations section uncovered a significant
problem with the 1987 version of SUIDM. The SUIDM
did not define any specific languages, which makes
building testing oracles and verifying specifications
problematic. Specifications can also be used to bring
rigor to the problem, and help in defining the kind of
modularization strategy applicable.

The first draft of this paper was written prior to the
1992 book release. The use of the Song and Osterweil
model allowed us to identify their absence before the sec
ond edition W2is released. In the 1992 version there are

five specific representations, see Figure 3. The linguistic
representation, and the first three structural representa
tions concern themselves with developing specifications
of how the interface works. The User Action Notation

supports the SSOA by specifying how the model will be
represented. DMsketch notation has a diagramiTiatic
form but is somewhat different to the other specifica
tions described. It is a technique to help designers e.x-
change and record ideas about how interfaces could be
manipulated.

Actions

SUIDM action types are similar to software develop
ment ones with the exception of Derive Context. When
SUIDM advocates that designers should read academic
and professional literature regarding systems develop
ment we believe that it is responding to the growing con
cern that developers and researchers must share ideas
and read frequently to take advantage of the newest de
velopments in the field.

The SUIDM MSDL

The MSDL defined in Figure 2 extends a previous ver
sion defined in "A Framework for Classifying Parts of
Software Design Methodologies" [SO 92d]. We chose
this particular version as it had already been iterated
over several software development methodologies. In
this section we describe the extensions made to it to

incorporate SUIDM. which are highlighted in italics on
Figure 2".

By extending the MSDL we incorporated the separa
tion of concerns between application and interface de
sign. We added the modeling and documentation do
mains which SUIDM provides to support interface de
velopment and create a division between application and
interface design.

SUIDM brings an added focus to the problem domain
which focuses on the user in a way which goes beyond
the problem domain that the system will be used in. We
labeled this the user interface domain, which is empha
sized early on in the SUIDM, particularly by the human
factors goals which set guidelines for human computer
interaction.

The SSOA forms the user model, in the problem model
domain. With the introduction of user action notation,

the SSOA takes on a formalized definition of the user

with reference to tasks.

The output from the SSOA, requirements documenta
tion, forms three artifacts, which concern different as
pects of tasks. Together these documents model the
tasks which users perform so it is called the task doc
ument. The Song and Osterweil Base Framework cap
tures the connection between the SSOA, modeling users,
and user interface development designing the interface.

The solution model already contained an interface
model. However, it remained unclear in the Song and
Osterweil definition whether this model referred to an

internal interface which embedded systems have or a hu
man computer interface. This definition was tightened
up to create an distinction between the two, internal
interface and external interface.

SUIDM required two extensions to the design documen
tation. Firstly, the addition of the evolution document
highlights the attention which SUIDM places on design
ing a system which can evolve over an extended period
of time. The user needs document encourages system
adoption, by focusing on the needs of users.

*The descriptions of different decompositions within each stage
does not fully exhaust the currently known variants, but rather
givesa few examples. For a complete description refer to [SO 92d].



DISCUSSION

Using the MCTH and extending the MSDL has helped
the authors to capture the essence of the SL'IDM. We
believe that a number of potentially significant results
have emerged from this study which we outline below.
First we summarize our recommended changes for the
SUIDM derived in the previous analysis. Then we out
line the benefits of using the Song and Osterweil model
to characterize SITDM. Finally we look at the contribu
tions which the SITDM has made to the user interface

development community.

Recommended Changes

Our chief proposal centers around raising designers'
awareness of what a software module comprises with ref
erence to user interface design. The existing criteria fo
cused around SSOA: we suggest that rules about module
definition are also needed. The currently unclear con
nection between the knowledge derived from the SSOA
and software development could then be clarified. Sup
porting information about a module's nature (object-
oriented for example) as well as how to perform the
decomposition from system requirements to the mod
ule are also necessary. Together these three things will
establish a key connection between the SSOA and the
software aspects of user interface development.

We also recommend expanding the definition of iterative
testing to include testing the software iteratively, before
making iterative user tests. Finally, we believe that two
additional important properties of software should be
included, namely reusability and interoperability.

Contributions of Song and Osterwell's Model

Formal analysis of SUIDM using the Song and Oster
weil base framework clarified how SUIDM functions and

identified its key components. The base framework
showed how further research in refining and extending
the SUIDM could occur. It also captured the evolution
of the model in the 1987 and 1992 versions.

In the definition of SUIDM there are no direct refer

ences to human factors goals or SSOA. As the SUIDM
definition occurs in later chapters of both books it is
not unreasonable to assume that readers will have a

strong sense of their inclusion in the description. Both
human factors goals and SSOA are discussed compre
hensively early on in the books, but the crispness of the
relationship between them and the SUIDM is lost later
on. Analysis using the base framework identifies their
presence, through a systematic evaluation of SUIDM.
Identifying method components, and the relations be

tween them link the life cycle together with the human
factors goals and SSOA, creating a rigorous definition
of SITDM.-^

We found that the Song and Osterweil model provided
two ways to refine and extend the SUIDM. Firstly,
the base framework provides a fine level of granularity
which enables the internal consistency and rigor of the
methodology to be examined. It allows the researcher
to examine the components within the model, and de
termine what relationships exist between them. Sec
ondly. the modeling formalism can be used to compare
SUIDM with other software and user interface devel

opment methodologies characterized by the base frame
work. This allows the development of new methodolo
gies based on methods of handling specific problems de
fined in other methodologies.

The base framework systematically highlighted the
changes made between the 1987 and 1992 version. In
ternal consistency and rigor led to the detailing of rep
resentations in the second version. By examining other
representation languages used in different domains of
software development, designers may be able to inter
change the representations which suit both user inter
face design and the particular problem domain.

We do not claim that these problems cannot be detected
unless this technique is used, but rather that the Song
and Osterweil model focuses the designers thoughts by
providing a framework in which to consider the issues.
This is a valuable tool for organizing perceptions of the
SUIDM.

In its current form the Song and Osterweil Model pro
vides static analysis of SUIDM and other development
methodologies. One key area for development of the
model would be to include a mechanism by which the
evolution of the design process over time can be ana
lyzed.

Contributions of SUIDM to User Interface Design

We have identified two major contributions which Shnei-
derman makes to the user interface development com
munity, the SSOA and human factors goals. We discuss
each briefly, with respect their identification within the
Song and Osterweil base framework.

The SSOA provides a way to model user's knowledge
with respect to the tasks defined. Classifying the SSOA
in the base framework caused the MCTH and MSDL to

differ significantly from Song and Osterweil's prior in
stantiations. This highlights the originality of this con
tribution, and also one of the key differences between

^For a detailed examination of the relationships which exist
between the various type components refer to [SO 92cl.



user interface development methodologies and software
development methodologies, which involves incorporat
ing knowledge about users into the methodology.

More generally, human factors goals are characterized in
the model as guidelines for determining how the system
should work. They influence the creation of specifica
tions. which then influence testing. We believe that in
further iterations of Sl'IDM drawing out details about
how they help to measure system performance will prove
beneficial.

CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a user interface development
methodology and a model for evaluating, through com
parison, software development methodologies. By using
the two we have been able to present a rigorous analy
sis of the benefits provided by and improvements needed
within SUIDM. We have also been able to identify some
ways in which the base framework needs extension to
highlight the unique features of user interface devel
opment methodologies. We suspect that further work
on user interface development methodologies would dis
cover more changes necessary.

We have identified two potential routes for furthering
understanding and creating user interface development
methodologies. By adding more user interface develop
ment methodologies into the base framework and then
using the modeling formalism to compare them we could
develop a better understanding of precisely how they
differ from each other and what they need to be robust.
Also, by using the modeling formalism we could explore
whether incorporating method components from other
software development methodologies or user interface
development methodologies could improve the state of
the art in user interface design.
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